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About this course Objectives of the course Upon completion of this course you will be able to: - Become familiar with the Knowledgeware working environment, how it can be accessed, the terminology that will be used and the Settings. - Embed complex design knowledge in a parametric part using Knowledgeware expert rules checks and reactions. - Automate your designs modifications using various Knowledgeware Expert tools.



Targeted audience CATIA V5 advanced users



Prerequisites Copyright DASSAULT SYSTEMES



Students attending this course should have knowledge of CATIA V5 Basics and CATIA V5 Knowledgeware fundamentals 4 hours
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Introduction to Knowledge Expert
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You will learn what is the use of this workbench and how it can be accessed.
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What is Knowledge Expert? Knowledge Expert enables users to define the generic rules and checks the specifications for classes of objects and store them in a base. These rules and checks can then be used to monitor the actions of every designer in the company. As the geometry is created or changed, the system uses these rules and checks to ensure compliance to corporate standards. When a rule or check is violated, corrective actions can be recommended or automated using VBScript macros, texts or it can be linked to URL files. With KWE, corporate knowledge can be shared throughout the company in rule bases that can be applied to the models. Those rule bases are stored in the documents that can then be imported.
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KWE offers report capabilities in output formats such as HTML, XML or TXT enabling, for example, to publish customized reports of rule and check violations.
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Accessing the Workbench You can access the Knowledge Expert workbench through usual ways: A-



From the Start menu



B-



From the Workbench Icon



C-



From a CATIA document
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x2



Go to Tools /Customize /Start Menu to customize the contents of this Welcome box



If the Relations node and the RuleBase node exist in the specification tree, double-click on the RuleBase node to launch the Knowledge Expert workbench.
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User Interface: Knowledge Expert Toolbars and Icons



Expert Rule Expert Check Create Rule Set Rule Base node under Relations node Rule Set node under Rule Base node



Import Rule Base Create Report Solve
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Expert Checks and/or Expert Rules features under a Rule Set node
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Knowledge Settings (1/5) Select the corresponding option to customize the specification tree: 1)



To display the parameters in the tree defined in the part document



2)



To display the relations in the tree defined in the part document



1
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Knowledge Settings (2/5) Select the corresponding option to customize the specification tree: 1)



To display the parameters in the tree defined in the product document



2)



To display the relations in the tree defined in the product document



1
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Knowledge Settings (3/5) Select the corresponding option if you want: 1)



The value of the parameter to appear in the tree



2)



The formula driving the parameter to appear in the tree



3)



To surround the ‘Parameter names’ by the Symbol ‘name’



1 2
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Knowledge Settings (4/5) Select the corresponding option if you want: 1)



To load the extended language libraries (measure functions mainly)



2)



The system to load all the available libraries



3)



To select the individual packages to be loaded



1 2
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Knowledge Settings (5/5) Select the corresponding option to: 1)



Choose to display or/and save the check report in XML or HTML format. Some of the following options are available only with XML format.



2)



Indicate the path of the XSL style sheet that will be applied to the generated XML report if you want to use your own template.



3)



Customize the report content. Select the information you want to see in the report.



4)



Indicate the output directory where the generated report will be saved.



5)



Specify if you want the report to be opened into CATIA session or in an Internet Explorer session.



1 2
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Terminology



A Relation is a generic name for knowledge objects: formulas, rules, checks, expert rules and checks and design tables. A Rule Base contains all the Knowledge Expert features. It is the feature at the top of the expert rule/check hierarchy.



An Expert Rule is a set of instructions, generally based on conditional statements, whereby the relationship between the parameters is controlled. It applies to the features of a given type.
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A Rule Set is a group of expert rules or checks. An Expert Check is a set of statements intended to give you a clue as to whether certain conditions are fulfilled or not. It applies to all the features of a given type. It does not modify the document it is applied to. An Expert Check can be either valid (green light) or invalid (red light).
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Creating and Using an Expert Rule
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Creating an Expert Rule Solving a Rule Base Using Knowledge Browsers Managing the Structure of the Rule Base
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Creating an Expert Rule
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You will learn how to create an Expert Rule.
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What is an Expert Rule? The Knowledge Advisor Rules is a set of instructions that applies to given objects. These objects are manipulated through parameters called explicitly.
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An Expert Rule is a set of instructions that applies to all the objects of a given type in the document. These objects are manipulated through their attributes (diameter, length, depth, for instance).
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Creating an Expert Rule (1/3) 1



In the Knowledge Expert workbench, select the Expert Rule creation icon.



2



Select in the tree the Rule Base or the Rule Set you want the Expert Rule to be created in.



3



The following dialog box is displayed:



Type here the name of the Expert Rule that will appear in the tree.
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You can type here a short description of the rule.



4



Choose between KWE Language and Visual Basic for the language of the rule’s instructions. We recommend you to use KWE Language as much as possible.



Click OK. The Rule Editor dialog box opens.
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Creating an Expert Rule (2/3) The first field of the Expert Rule Editor panel is the “For All” field ( . Declare in this field the type(s) of features the rule is intended to apply to and declare a variable name for each type.



5



6a



















Type the body of the Expert Rule. In the Knowledge Expert Language, the instructions of the rule generally consist in a conditional action with the following structure: if Condition(s) { Statement(s) } else { Statement(s) }



5



6a



In the example of the picture, the expert rule applies to all the drafts of the document.
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For each draft that has an angle value below 3deg, the rule will : - Set the value of the angle to 3deg - Change the color of the draft to blue It will have no effect on the drafts that have an angle value equal to or above 3deg.



We advise you to use the Object Browser and the Language Browser (seen later in the course) to write the instructions. They will give you an exhaustive view of the types, attributes, and functions available in Knowledge Expert. They may also avoid syntax errors.
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Creating an Expert Rule (3/3) 6b



If you are using the Visual Basic language, first delete the comments starting with “/*” and ending with “*/”. Then type the body of the Rule in VB Script. Note that you may not be able to use the type, attributes, and functions of the Object Browser while using the VB Script.



6b If no unit is indicated in the VB Script, the default unit will be mm. In the Knowledge Expert Language the default unit is m.



7



Click the Apply button to check the syntax of the instructions. A help message will appear in the “Error log” field in case of any error. Click OK to validate the creation of the Expert Rule.



9



The Expert Rule is added to the tree and the Rule Base needs to be solved.



7



8
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Declaring Variables in the For All Field In both Expert Rule and Expert Check Editors, the For All field allows you to declare variables names for each type of features intended to be concerned by the rule.
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Variable name used to refer to all the features of the type Draft in the body of the rule.



Declaration of the features of the type Draft.



In case you want to refer to several types of features in the rule, use semi-colons “;” as a separator.



Always use “:” to declare a variable name relative to a feature type.



The variable names have no size limitation and can be composed of letters and/or digits. Example: SH:SimpleHole ; CbH:CounterboredHole The variable names are case-sensitive strings: take care while typing them in the Expert Rule/Check body.
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Declaring Types in the For All Field (1/2) There are two ways to find the name of the type to declare in the For All field when you do not know it.
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Interactive way:



1a



Type the name of the variable in the “For All” field in the Expert Rule/Check Editor and keep the cursor active in the field.



2a



Click once in the specification tree or in the 3D on one of the features of the type you want declare.



3a



The type of the feature is automatically filled in:
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Declaring Types in the For All Field (2/2)
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Exhaustive choice: 1b



In the Expert Rule/check Editor, activate the “For All” field. Then click on the Object Browser icon.



2b



The object Browser panel opens. In the left list of the panel, select the dictionary to which belongs the type you are looking for. The dictionary fits more or less to the CATIA workbenches. In the middle column, you will find an exhaustive list of the existing types per dictionary.



3b



Double-click on the chosen type.



4b



The type is filled in the “For All” field:



x2
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Solving a Rule Base
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You will learn how to solve all the active expert checks and expert rules contained in the rule sets of the Rule Base.
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Why Solve a Rule Base?
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A Rule Base needs to be solved when: You have created new Expert Rules and/or Expert Checks in it It is an existing Rule Base that you have just imported from a catalog Some modifications have been performed to the document You have to solve the Rule Base in order to have all the Expert Rule/Check of the document evaluated. A to-be-solved rule base is displayed in the specification tree with a solve icon. While the Rule Base is solved, the Expert Rules are run and the Expert Checks are evaluated. After the Rule Base has been solved, the expert Checks of the Rule Base have a green light or a red light icon depending on whether they are verified or not. A Rule Set containing at least an Expert Check also takes a traffic light icon.
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Solving a Rule Base A



If the Rule Base has never been solved: - From any workbench: Right-click on the Rule Base node and select the “Manual Complete Solve” option. - In the Knowledge Expert Workbench: Click on the “Solve” icon. In both the cases, all the Expert Rules and Checks of the Rule Base will be revaluated.



B



If the Rule Base has already been solved:



A B



- From any workbench: Right-click on the Rule Base node and select the “Manual Optimized Solve” option. - In the Knowledge Expert Workbench: Click on the “Solve” icon.
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In both the cases, only the Expert Rules and Checks that have been modified since last solve are revaluated. If you are working in an automatic update mode, by default, the Rule Base will be solved automatically each time a parameter of the document is modified. You can customize the Rule Base Settings (reached by contextual menu) to change the Rule Base solve behavior. Choose either: - Automatic Complete to perform an initialization and a solve operation on the objects whenever the part is updated. - Automatic Optimized to perform a new solve on the last changes. - Manual Solve to perform only manual solves.
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Using Knowledge Browsers
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You will learn how to access the Knowledge Expert language libraries and how to use them in order to edit the Expert Rules and Checks interactively.
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Using the Object Browser (1/2) 1



2



In the Expert Rule or Expert Check Editor, click on the Object Browser Action Icon. The Browser panel opens.



In the left window of the Object Browser, select the category of the object you are interested in: either a Package or Functions or Units. In the middle window, select respectively either the feature from the package, or the group of the functions, or the group of units. Finally, in the right window, select respectively either the method or the property of the feature, or the function, or the unit you want to use. Double-click on it to have it automatically inserted in the Expert Rule/Check Editor.



3



You can use the following buttons to get more information on the objects you manipulate :
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To go back or forward in the selection you are performing To get the type object description In our example : Diameter object with attribute Double To get the parent feature and its attributes. In our example : the prototype of Hole feature is Mechanical Feature To write down in the check or rule editor the method or the attribute you have selected
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Using the Object Browser (2/2) Remark:



The syntax of the function that is called contains several fields. For instance, while selecting the Part Design Features – Pad - HasAttribute() we see the following syntax in the Description area of the Object Browser: Feature->HasAttribute (String): Boolean
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It means that the function HasAttribute( ) is intended to be used on a CATIA Feature. It takes one argument of type String and it returns a Boolean.
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Using the Language Browser 1



Open the Language Browser panel by clicking on the following Action button in a Relation Editor.



2



Select a feature in the tree or in the geometry. Its type is indicated in the Type field. You can also choose a type manually using the … button.



3
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4



The Supported/Inherited types field provides you with a list of the types supported by the selected type, and of the types that the selected type inherits from. Double-click on the type to have it automatically declared in your relation.



The Attributes field lists the possible attributes of the selected type and of the supported and inherited types. Double-click on an Attribute to have it filled in in your relation.



5



6



The Functions using type field lists the functions and methods whose first argument is a type of the Supported/Inherited types list. The Functions returning type field lists the functions and methods returning the selected type. Double-click on a function to add it to your relation.



Click Close to close the panel.
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Managing the Structure of the Rule Base
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You will learn how to create Rule Sets manually in order to reorganize the contents of the Rule Base.
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Why Create Rule Sets? An empty Rule Base is automatically created in your CATIA document as soon as you access the Knowledge Expert workbench. There can be only one Rule Base per document, but the Rule Base is intended to be divided into several Rule Sets. A new Rule Set is automatically created by CATIA when you create the first expert rule or check of the document.



Rule Set added automatically while creating the “FirstRule”



When you want to create another expert feature, you are required to select either the Rule Base or a Rule Set. If you select the Rule Base a new Rule Set is added. You may want to subdivide your Rule Base in Rule Sets and sub-Rule Sets, or prepare manually the structure of the Rule Base.
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That is why you can create a Rule Set manually.
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Creating a Rule Set 1



Select the Expert RuleSet icon.



2



Select in the specification tree the Rule Base or an existing RuleSet under which the new RuleSet will be placed.



3



The RuleSet Editor is displayed. Change the name of the RuleSet to be created and optionally type a short comment.



4



name that will appear in the tree comment



Click OK to validate the creation of the RuleSet. The RuleSet is added to the tree under the node you have selected.
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Deactivating/Activating a Feature of the Rule Base
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Sometimes you may need to deactivate an Expert Check or an Expert Rule in order to make modifications on the document without having these relations interfering. It is possible to deactivate an Expert Rule, an Expert Check, a RuleSet or the Rule Base. Deactivating a RuleSet or the Rule Base deactivates all the features they contain. 1



In the Rule Base, right-click on the feature or the Rule Set to be deactivated.



2



Select the Inactivate option in the contextual menu.



3



Perform the same action to activate the feature back. Select “Activate” in the contextual menu. The Rule Base needs to be solved after an Activity modification.
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Creating and Analyzing an Expert Check
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Creating an Expert Check Analyzing Expert Checks Generating Check Reports
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Creating an Expert Check
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You will learn how to create an Expert Check and how to define a correction function.
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What is an Expert Check? A Check is a feature that gives you the information on whether a condition is verified or not. Checks created with the Knowledge Advisor workbench apply to explicit parameters or attributes. Expert Checks created with the Knowledge Expert workbench are defined for all the objects of one or more given types of a document.
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Moreover, Expert Checks offer you the possibility to define a correction function or a correction advise in case of failure.



valid check failed check
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Creating an Expert Check (1/3) 1



In the Knowledge Expert workbench, click on the Expert Check icon.



2



Select in the specification tree the Rule Base or the Rule Set you want the Expert Rule to be created in.



3



The following dialog box is displayed:



Type here the name of the Expert Check that will appear in the tree.
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You can type here a short description of the Check.



4



Choose between: -Knowledge Expert Language -Knowledge Expert Advanced Language - Visual Basic Script for the language of the rule’s instructions. We advise you to choose KWE Language.



Click OK. The Expert Check Editor dialog box opens.
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Creating an Expert Check (2/3) In the Condition tab, the first field is the “For All” field ( . Declare in this field the type(s) of features the check is intended to make a verification on and declare a variable name for each type.



5



6a



















Type the body of the Expert Check. A check is a statement generally based on the comparison operators. The following comparison operators are available in the Knowledge Expert Language: Not equal to == Equal to >= Greater than or equal to Greater than



5



6a
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In the example of the picture, the expert check verifies that each hole of the document as a diameter greater than or equal to 15mm and less than or equal to 20mm. The expert check will be valid only if ALL the holes of the document meet this condition.



We advise you to use the Object Browser and the Language Browser to write the condition. They will give you an exhaustive view of the types, attributes, and functions available in the Knowledge Expert. They help you to avoid making syntax errors.
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Creating an Expert Check (3/3) 6b



The KWE Advanced Language is an extension of the Knowledge Expert Language. It enables you to: - Use local variables using the let keyword, - Use control structures (if… then… else, for, while) - Fill in a list of succeeded and failed objects that will be used while generating the report (AddTupleFailed() and AddTupleSucceeded() ) This language can only be used while creating checks.



6c



If you are using the Visual Basic language, first delete the comments starting with “/*” and ending with “*/”.



6c



To specify that the expert check is valid or not, you have to set the Value attribute of the returnValue object: returnValue.Value = 1 if the check is valid returnValue.Value = 0 if the check is invalid



7
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Note that you may not be able to use all the types, attributes, and functions of the Object Browser while using the VB Script.



7



Click the Apply button to check the syntax of the instructions. A help message will appear in the “Error log” field in case of error.



8



Click OK to validate the creation of the Expert Check.



9



The Expert Check is added to the tree and the Rule Base needs to be solved.



8
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Defining a Correction Function in an Expert Check (1/3) Expert checks offer you the possibility to define a correction function to use in case of check failure. The correction function will be notified in the check report generated after the Rule Base has been solved. In the Expert Check Editor panel, click on the Correction tab. Then, select the Correction Method among the four propositions:



A



VBScript: To define the correcting actions in the VBScript language. For this option, only you can add a correction comment in the bottom window. This comment will be added to the report generated after solving the Rule Base containing the check. This correction function can be launched from the check analysis panel after solving the Rule Base.
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In the check report, the correction VB Script action will be notified by a medical wallet icon followed by the correction comment if one has been defined.
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Defining a Correction Function in an Expert Check (2/3)



B



URL: Indicate an http link, or a local or server address to a document. The http page or the document will open when clicking on the “Help” link of the report.
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C



Advise Correction: To display a correction advice in the report generated after solving the Rule Base containing the check.
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Defining a Correction Function in an Expert Check (3/3) D



User Function: To define the correcting actions in the KWE Language. For this option, you can reuse the variables defined in the check body in the Condition tab. This correction function can be launched from the check analysis panel after solving the Rule Base.
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Even if you are using a User Function correction method, you can use the correction comment available with the VBScript.
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Preparing a Help Message for the Report While creating or editing an Expert Check, you have the possibility to prepare a help message that will appear in the check report that you can generate after the Rule Base has been solved. 1



2



In the text box, type a message describing what the check does. This message is intended to help the user understand the goal of the check and if it has failed, the reason of the failure.



The message will appear in the last column of the check report:
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3



In the Expert Check Editor panel, select the Report Tab.
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Analyzing Expert Checks
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You will learn how to get a quick view of all the items that failed and how to correct them.
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Solving a Rule Base A



If the Rule Base has never been solved: - From any workbench: Right-click on the Rule Base node and select the “Manual Complete Solve” option. - In the Knowledge Expert Workbench: Click on the “Solve” icon. In both the cases, all the Expert Rules and Checks of the Rule Base will be revaluated.



B



If the Rule Base has already been solved:



A B



- From any workbench: Right-click on the Rule Base node and select the “Manual Optimized Solve” option. - In the Knowledge Expert Workbench: Click on the “Solve” icon.
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In both the cases, only the Expert Rules and Checks that have been modified since last solve are revaluated. If you are working in an automatic update mode, by default, the Rule Base will be solved automatically each time a parameter of the document is modified. You can customize the Rule Base Settings (reached by contextual menu) to change the Rule Base solve behavior. Choose either: - Automatic Complete to perform an initialization and a solve operation on the objects whenever the part is updated. - Automatic Optimized to perform a new solve on the last changes. - Manual Solve to perform only manual solves.
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Running the Checks Analysis 1



In the Knowledge Toolbar, the Report Header icon provides the user with a simple Check status.



All the checks are updated and could be fired successfully The checks need to be updated All the checks are updated and at least one of them is incorrect



2



Click on the red light icon in the toolbar to access the Check analysis window.



Click here to generate the report
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Click here to solve the checks created Click here to launch correction Click here to manage with the URL
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Analyzing Expert Checks
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1



In the Check Analysis panel, select the filter mode you want to use: - The Check mode shows the list of the checks that failed (both Advisor and Expert Checks). - The Failure mode shows a list of all the items that failed.



2



In the list, select the item that you want to have more information about.



3



A graph gives you the parents / children relationship between the check and the items that failed. Select the check or an item in the graph to have its Type and Attributes displayed in the Help field. Selecting an item also highlights it in the 3D.
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Correcting Expert Checks that Failed When an Expert Check has failed you have several ways of correcting it. A



If a VB Script or a User Function correction function has been defined in the Expert Check, you can use the Correction icon in the Check Analysis panel.



All the checks of the document containing a VB Script or a User Function correction function will be corrected and the Rule Base will be updated.
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B



C



If you want to correct only one of the failed checks, select it in the tree and open its contextual menu. Select Correct Function option: - If the check contains a VB Script or a User Function correction function, the correction will be executed. You will have to update the Rule Base. - If an Advise Correction message has been defined, it will prompt. In all the cases, you can use the Highlight Failed Components option of the contextual menu of any expert check. It will help you identify the failed components in order to correct them manually.
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Generating a Check Report
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You will learn how to archive the results of the check analysis using the Check Reports.
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Why Generate Check Reports? Once a Rule Base is solved, you can generate a check report. A Check Report gives you a clear information about the checks of a document. In the case of Expert Checks, it provides you with: The location and the name of the checks The ratio of the items that fulfill each check The list of the features on which each check has been applied, and whether each of them verifies the check or not A help message created with the check and providing information about the check An information on whether a correction function exists for the check or not
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The data logged in the generated report as well as the report format can be customized through the rule base settings.
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Setting Report Options 1



Open the Rule Base contextual menu. Select the Settings option. The following panel appears:



2



Select the output format and directory for the check report. The file format generates the report in the text format.



3



Select the Long option to include the Help message specified at the check creation, Short otherwise.



4



In the Visualization type area, choose either: • Passed option, if you want to include in the report only the information about the features for which the checks are valid. • False option, if you want to include only the information about the features for which the checks are not valid.
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• Both the options, if you want to include the information about all the features on which a check has been applied.



5



Select one of the Show Results options depending on how you want your report to be organized.



6



Select the Traces option if you want to display the steps of the solve process.



7



Click OK to apply the settings to the Rule Base.
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Generating a Check Report Once the Rule Base is solved, you can generate a Check Report. 1



Click on the report icon either in: -The Knowledge Expert Toolbar - The Rule Base contextual menu - The Check Analysis panel



2



The Report opens:



3



If you have chosen an html format, the report indicates the percentage of success for each expert check. Click on the check name to see which of the items have failed:
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To generate a report with both the Advisor and Expert checks, launch the report from the Check Analysis panel. The settings of this report are controlled from Tools>Options>General>Parameters and Measure>Report Generation panel which is described in the Introduction lesson.
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Using a Rule Base
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Rule Bases and Collaborative Work Creating Expert Rules or Checks on UDF Accessing the Expert Rule/Check in the Body
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Rule Bases and Collaborative Work
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You will learn how to store a Rule Base in a catalog in order to share it with other users. You will also learn how to retrieve a Rule Base from a catalog.



Instructor Notes:
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What is Using Rule Bases in Collaborative Work? The expert rules and checks are used to define the corporate standards for classes of objects. They are intended to monitor the actions of every designer in the company. The Expert Rules and Expert Checks are stored in the Rule Bases that can be stored themselves in the catalog documents. The Rule bases can be shared throughout the company, thanks to these catalogs, and can be imported by any designer in his documents.
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The Rule bases stored in catalogs can be either: Applied to the document (used only) Imported and copied in the document Or imported and linked with the original rule base



Instructor Notes:
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Storing a Rule Base in a Catalog
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The Rule Bases can be stored in the catalog files in order to be retrieved later on, re-imported ,or simply applied to any document. 1



Open a new or an existing catalog document in another CATIA window.



2



Add a new family to the target chapter of the catalog.



3



Activate the just created family and click on the Add Component icon.



4



Click the “Select external feature” button. Switch to the window containing the Rule Base and select the Rule Base node in the tree. Optionally, change the name the Rule Base will appear in the catalog with. Click OK to validate insertion of the Rule Base in the catalog.



5



Save the catalog.
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Instantiating a Rule Base from a Catalog (1/4) 1



Open the document in which you want to insert the Rule Base.



2



Open the catalog referencing the rule base using the catalog browser.



3



Reach in the browser the Rule Base you want to instantiate and double-click on it.



Note that there is no Rule Base in the receiving document.



x2



4



Select the way you want to reuse the Rule Base:
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- Use Only will just run the rule base on your document without importing it and create a report in a directory of your choice. - Import with link will import a linked copy of the rule base in your document. - Import will make a simple (unlinked) copy of the Rule Base in your document.
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Instantiating a Rule Base from a Catalog (2/4) If your document already contains a Rule Base, there are different cases: CASE A



The receiving document already contains a Rule Base linked to an external document. You will not be able to add the Rule Sets from the instantiated Rule Base. The only possible option is ‘Use Only’.



1



2
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x2



3



Here only the ‘Use Only’ option is available because a linked Rule Base already exists in your destination document
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Instantiating a Rule Base from a Catalog (3/4) CASE B



The receiving document already contains a Rule Base. The Rule Sets have similar names. In order to add the Rule Sets from the instantiated Rule Base, you will have to solve the naming conflict.



1



3



4



Click on Yes to replace the Rule Set.



2
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x2



While instantiating several Rule Bases take care of not having identical names of the Rule Sets.
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Instantiating a Rule Base from a Catalog (4/4) CASE C



Your receiving document already contains a Rule Base. You will be able to add the Rule Sets from the instantiated Rule Base provided that the Rule Sets do not have identical names.



1



2



Here we have re-used a Rule Base containing the Rule Sets having different names from the ones already existing, so they have been added in the Rule Base of the document.
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3
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Creating Expert Rules or Checks on UDF
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You will see how to create and manage Expert Rules and Expert Checks on the User Define Feature published elements.



Instructor Notes:
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Creating the UDF Instance Type To be able to create an instance type of UDF, you have to use the ‘Type’ tab of the ‘Userfeature Definition’ dialog Box. Click the ‘Auto’ button to generate the ‘Super Type’ of the feature. Type a name in ‘Type 1’ edit box and click the ‘Generate’ button to generate the .CATGScript file.



The .CATGScript files looks like the adjoining picture where: Type is the Instance Type name just created (SpecialHole). User Defined Type is the UDF Definition name (HoleX).
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Package is the object browser package in which the created type will be displayed (PartDesign). The CATGscript file describes the UDF structure that will be automatically created by CATIA and that you will be able to use in your next CATIA session.



See in Tools>Options>General>Parameters and Measure>Knowledge Environment tab to enter the path of .CATGscript file location in “Reference Directory For Types”.
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Creating Expert Rules or Expert Checks on UDF



1



Instantiate the UDF one or several times in the model.



2



Click on the Expert Rules or Expert Check icon and select the KWE language in the first Check editor panel.
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In the Object Browser, you will find in the PartDesign package the object SpecialHole in the middle window. On the right-hand side window you will find the published elements of the UDF (Hole_Boundary_Distance, for example) and some standard feature attributes such as Name. You can use them in the body of the Expert Rule or Expert Check.



Instructor Notes:
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Accessing the Expert Check/Rule in the Body
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You will see how to access the check/rule itself in the check/rule body by using the “Thischeck”/”Thisrule” variable.



Instructor Notes:
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Accessing the Expert Check/Rule in the Check/Rule body “Thischeck” and “Thisrule” are variables which enable the user to reference the check or the rule he is working with. You can: -Access the parameters located below the rule or the check -Compare various elements



1



Create an Expert Check/Rule, select the KWE language and add a new parameter using the Parameters Explorer function in the Knowledge Advisor workbench.



2



Here is an example of the syntax. To check that the diameters of the holes contained in the model are superior to the value of the parameter Length.1, you will write:
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: P:Hole P.Diameter > ThisCheck->GetAttributeReal (“Length.1”)



Instructor Notes:
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Knowledge Expert Recap Exercises You will practice creating and using Expert Rules and Expert Checks through two recap exercises:
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Connector Recap Exercise LBlock Recap Exercise



Instructor Notes:
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Connector Recap Exercise Presentation 40 min



In this exercise, you will practice:
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Creating an expert rule Creating an expert check Solving a rule base Generating a report on expert checks Storing the rule base in a new catalog Instantiating a rule base on a new design



Instructor Notes:
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LBlock Correction Recap Exercise Presentation 30 min



In this exercise, you will learn how to:
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Define and apply a check correction function Define a help message Insert a rule base from another document Generate a report on expert checks



Instructor Notes:
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